Carnivore is a surveillance technology, a software program housed in a computer unit, which is installed by properly authorized FBI agents on a particular Internet Service Provider's (ISP) network. The Carnivore software system is used together with a tap on the ISP's network to “intercept, filter, seize and decipher digital communications on the Internet”. The system is described as a “specialized network analyzer” that works by “sniffing” a network and copying and storing a warranted subset of its traffic. In the FBI’s own words “Carnivore chews on all data on the network, but it only actually eats the information authorized by a court order”. This article, in two parts, will provide an overview of the FBI's Carnivore electronic surveillance system. The Carnivore software’s evolution, its ‘prey’ and the system’s relationship with Internet Service Providers will be the focus of the study. (Although the FBI's Carnivore surveillance system is now officially called DCS1000, as the surveillance system is more commonly referred to as “Carnivore”, that term will be used throughout). Also addressed in the article are misconceptions about Carnivore, publicly available sniffer programs, Carnivore's functionality, methods to counter Carnivore as well as the software's limitations. In addition, the pertinent American law allowing for wiretapping and electronic surveillance as well as programs and policies outside the United States regarding electronic surveillance are surveyed, and an overview of ECHELON, the global interception and relay system, is provided. The aim is to provide the paper's readers with a better understanding of these surveillance systems: naturally, only through an in-depth knowledge can the benefits and dangers they present for the public (government), private (individual communications users) and technical industry (ISPs) be understood.

A. Introduction

With the rise in the number of crimes involving the exploitation of computers, networks and databases, law enforcement agencies need to conduct electronic surveillance in order to acquire evidence and prevent criminal activity using these technologies. To aid in the electronic surveillance of the Internet, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) developed the Carnivore software system. However, the development of technologies to intercept and record electronic traffic, whether phone or data networks, offers intelligence agencies additional techniques for the interception of communications of interest.

The FBI maintains Carnivore allows the FBI to assist Internet Service Providers (ISPs), who are complying with court orders, to intercept electronic communications, and that Carnivore has been implemented in such a way as to discriminate between Internet use by a criminal suspect and use by innocent members of society. It has the unique “surgical” ability to intercept and to collect subpoenaed communications while ignoring those whose interception is not authorized. In other words, Carnivore serves to limit accessibility to electronic communications to those specified by a court order.

Carnivore is a surveillance technology, namely a software program housed in a computer, which is installed by properly authorized FBI agents on a particular ISP’s network. The Carnivore software system is used together with a tap on the ISP’s network to “intercept, filter, seize and decipher digital communications on the Internet”. The system is described as a “specialized network analyzer” that works by “sniffing” a network and copying and storing a warranted subset of its traffic. In the FBI’s own words “Carnivore chews on all data on the network, but it only actually eats the information authorized by a court order”.

The FBI views Carnivore as an asset for safeguarding Americans and, more specifically, the Internet against criminals. The agency fears that without a system like Carnivore, law enforcement agencies would have no control over the Internet and would thus allow the World Wide Web to become a safe haven for criminal activities and communications. However, the FBI’s viewpoint of Carnivore is not a universal one. From the perspective of both the technology industry and individual Internet users, surveillance systems like Carnivore are invasive tools that allow government agencies to interfere with and intrude excessively.
B. Carnivore’s evolution

The FBI’s Carnivore software system has generated public outcry. However, long before the creation of Carnivore, the FBI had the capability to capture email from targeted sources. In order to understand the Carnivore online detection software system, it is essential to understand its predecessors.

The FBI’s first online detection software dates back to at least January 1996. It is widely believed that it was based on publicly available commercial software developed by a company specializing in network packet tracking. Many believe the software was WildPackets Inc.’s EtherPeek, an ethernet network traffic and protocol analyzer. However, as the FBI has classified all information relating to its first online detection software as “secret”, no verifiable information has been disclosed about its development.

Omnivore, the FBI’s second online detection software, is the direct predecessor to Carnivore. The software was created because the FBI deemed its original online detection software to have "deficiencies that rendered the design solution unacceptable". The FBI’s Omnivore surveillance software was commissioned in February 1997 and was created by an unknown contracted source in collaboration with the FBI’s Data Interception Technology Unit (DITU) and Electronic Surveillance Technology Section (ESTS) at a cost of US$ 900 000.

According to the FBI, the goal of Omnivore was to allow American governmental agencies to fulfill their need to capture SMTP traffic based on username, and print such emails in real time. Consequently, Omnivore was designed to sniff through email traffic traveling over a specific ISP’s network as to capture emails from a targeted source. Omnivore then saved the captured emails to either a 8 mm tape-backup drive and was also able to print them in real-time.

Omnivore’s functions are almost identical to those of its successor, Carnivore. Like Carnivore, Omnivore was deployed on an ISP’s network that...
regularly handles a suspect’s data. Once installed on an ISP, Omnivore captured TCP/IP application data traveling past its contact point. As TCP/IP application data was captured, Omnivore wrote a buffer of packet data to a shared memory area. As the memory area began to fill, Omnivore sifted through the information collected, applying user-defined filters to the buffered packet data. All packet data fitting the filter criteria was written to a storage medium (either a Zip drive or a Jazz drive) or to a printer while the rest of the data collected was discarded.

The first release of Omnivore was made available to the FBI as early as February 15 1997. However, it was only in October 1997 that the first non-beta version of the Omnivore software was released. Omnivore is believed to have been deployed a number of times between February 1997 and June 1999 when it was retired in favor of the more comprehensive DragonWare Suite.21

Omnivore was created for the Solaris X86 platform, but the Solaris X86 platform did not support a variety of popular commercially available hardware. Thus, deployment of Omnivore was slow, difficult and time consuming. Consequently, in September 1998 the FBI devised the “Phiple Troenix” project (a spoonerism of the phrase “Triple Phoenix”). The goal of Phiple Troenix was to migrate the then present Internet collection system (Omnivore) “from a Solaris X86 platform to a Windows NT operation system” in order to facilitate “the miniaturization of the system and the support of personal computer (PC) equipment.”

Omnivore was quickly ported to run on Windows NT machines with a service pack of 3 or higher and given the code name “Carnivore”. The total cost of the project was estimated at about US $800 000, which included the rewriting of Omnivore for the new operating system and the training of FBI agents and National Infrastructure Protection (NIPC) personnel on how to make use of the new software.

Carnivore is thus the FBI’s third generation of online-detection software, and a great improvement over Omnivore because more than simply scanning email traffic, the software suite is capable of reconstructing the Web pages surfed by someone under investigation. Furthermore, Carnivore is more user friendly than Omnivore since it has a Windows-like user interface, provides remote control access, offers immediate download of current archive data and allows archive media without stopping collection or losing IP packets.

Carnivore is part of a software triad known as the DragonWare Suite (also known as DragonNet). The DragonWare Suite consists of Carnivore in addition to two other software programs named Packeteer and CoolMiner. Both Packeteer and CoolMiner programs take in the data intercepted by Carnivore. Packeteer reassembles packets into cohesive messages or Web pages while CoolMiner, a data-mining tool, allows for the extrapolation and analysis of data found in messages. Although, both these programs are believed to have been developed by contracted sources, the FBI has released no substantive information about either of the two programs.

The first version of Carnivore dates back to September 1999 when version 1.2 of Carnivore was released. Apparently Carnivore 1.2 retrieved too much data, botching investigations due to “digital indigestion”. Therefore, in March 2000 it was replaced with Carnivore 1.3. It was only on June 16, 2000 after the FBI finished beta testing of Carnivore 1.3.4 that Carnivore was approved for operational deployment. Although Carnivore 1.3.4 is the version used for surveillance operations, the FBI admits that versions 2.0 and 3.0 of Carnivore have been developed as part of the “Enhanced Carnivore Project” which began in November 1999 with an operational budget of US $650 000. It is believed that Carnivore 2.0 has the ability to display captured Internet traffic and extrapolate results directly from data without using either Packeteer or CoolMiner programs and is compatible with Windows 2000 whereas Carnivore 3.0 is rumored to be capable of intercepting voice over IP communications.

The FBI’s electronic surveillance and interception capabilities are continually under development. In November 2001, it was learnt that the FBI had created a computer virus that once inserted onto a suspect’s computer could be used to obtain the cryptographic keys of that machines’ users. As Carnivore can only capture data after it has been transmitted over the Internet, at which point it may be already encrypted, the Carnivore detection software is useless against suspects who use strong encryption. The FBI’s hope is that by capturing encryption key information from suspects they will be able to decipher encrypted information gathered by Carnivore and consequently prevent illegal activities and arrest criminals.

The virus developed by the FBI is known as “Magic Lantern”. The Magic Lantern virus is either sent to a suspect’s computer via email or the FBI can use known vulnerabilities in operating systems or
other applications to break into a suspect's computer and insert the Magic Lantern virus. According to information leaked to MSNBC, "Magic Lantern installs 'key logging' software on a suspect's machine that is capable of capturing keystrokes typed on a computer. By tracking exactly what is being typed, critical key encryption information can be gathered and transmitted back to the FBI". However, the FBI denies having used Magic Lantern and claims that the virus is nothing more than a "workbench project", unfit for deployment. Magic Lantern is the virus is widely believed that the FBI was eager to discard the name "Carnivore" since the Carnivore project is being overseen by John Poindexter, the former national security adviser under President Ronald Reagan.

On February 13, 2001, the FBI announced that they had given Carnivore a new name, DCS1000. Although, many reports suggested that the letters DCS stand for "Digital Collection System", the FBI maintains that DCS "doesn’t stand for anything". Furthermore, the FBI denies that the "name change stemmed from worries that the name ‘Carnivore’ made the system sound like a predatory device made to invade people's privacy". Nonetheless, it is widely believed that the FBI was eager to discard the name "Carnivore" since the Carnivore controversy has been one of the FBI's worst in their public relations in years.

As Internet usage becomes widespread, the FBI has encountered an increasing number of investigations in which criminals use the Internet. In recent years, the Internet has been used to plan and execute criminal activity, in addition to being used as a means for offenders to communicate with their victims.

The FBI maintains that the Carnivore system is needed to help combat acts of terrorism, espionage, information warfare, hacking, child pornography, serious fraud and other serious and violent crimes occurring over the Internet since such acts threaten the security and the safety of the United States and its people.

C. Internet service providers (ISPs) and Carnivore

For Carnivore to be able to conduct electronic surveillance, it must be directly connected to an Internet Service Provider's network. Therefore, the FBI must receive technical assistance from an ISP's personnel when executing an electronic surveillance order. Although ISPs are not thrilled by the fact that they must install foreign devices onto their network, such that the FBI can tap the IP packets of their customers, the Department of Justice's interpretation of Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 demands an ISP's cooperation.

In accordance with Title III, a judge can sign two court orders; one authorizing the FBI to conduct the electronic surveillance and the other directing the ISP to provide the necessary assistance to the FBI. Thus, Internet Service Providers are left with no choice but step back and let the FBI install mysterious Carnivore boxes on their networks.

Although the FBI possesses total control over the implementation and interceptions made by Carnivore, they maintain that their relationship with Internet Service Providers is far from dictatorial. The FBI asserts that they take many steps in order to guarantee that ISPs are aware of what is happening to their network and to assure the integrity and the security of the network is maintained. For example, the FBI asserts that they have never installed a Carnivore box on an ISP's network without thorough consultation with the ISP's technical personnel. According to the FBI, installation of a Carnivore box without the support and assistance of an ISP's personnel is foolish, if not impossible because Internet Service Providers is far from dictatorial.
Provider’s employees best understand the protocols and architecture of their particular network.52

However, many ISPs believe that they are in a better position than the FBI to comply with court orders authorizing electronic surveillance because they best understand their network and they have a dual duty to both produce information required by court orders and protect the privacy of their customers.53 In regards to such claims, the FBI maintains that Carnivore is only used when an ISP is not able to fully and properly implement the court order; in all other instances the FBI states that they leave the interception to the ISP.54 Nonetheless, in their statement to Congress the FBI asserts that Carnivore is superior to the commercially available sniffer tools that ISP network administrators might typically use for network administration.55

According to the FBI, commercially available sniffers are the closest thing network administrators have to electronic surveillance devices, yet given that these sniffers were not designed as law enforcement electronic surveillance tools, they are not suited to law enforcement use. The FBI believes that given the differences in network protocols and header addressing information and their implementations by ISPs, data collection using commercially available sniffers can lead to the collection of a small amount of non-subpoenaed data. Thus, the FBI claims that resorting to commercially available sniffers cannot suffice from a law enforcement point of view for collecting court ordered information.56 In other words, the FBI rejects that ISPs could sufficiently collect data using publicly available software and thus compels ISPs to deploy Carnivore on their networks. It seems that ISPs have no choice but to allow Carnivore’s deployment on their network if they wish to avoid judicial problems. Thus, Internet Service Providers must cooperate with the FBI at all costs, even if this means giving up control of their network and sacrificing its integrity.

**D. Misconceptions regarding Carnivore**

Given Carnivore’s notoriety, many misconceptions have arisen. These misconceptions range from far-fetched fantastical beliefs to slight departures from the reasonable. Here we address these misconceptions.

It has been said that Carnivore boxes have the capacity to shut down the Internet.57 This is unlikely as even a malicious Carnivore box would damage only the part of the network to which it was connected, with traffic being routed around such damage. To shut down the Internet using attacking-Carnivore boxes there would have to be thousands of these boxes acting in unison positioned on ISPs as well as major Internet interchanges and second-tier peering points throughout the United States.58 Moreover, these Carnivore boxes would have to contain attack software. Yet as Carnivore boxes are connected to a network by a bridging device they are physically prevented from transmitting data,59 making an attack an impossibility. It should be noted that even if Carnivore’s bridging device was disabled and Carnivore was capable of creating an attack on the Internet, once ISPs figured out that Carnivore boxes were causing the Internet “shutdown” they would only have to unplug the boxes from their network to rectify the problem.60

Many believe that by placing a Carnivore box on a given network that network’s traffic slows down. This is not the case because Carnivore is a passive sniffer, thus it does not intervene with Internet traffic. Instead, Carnivore merely copies transmitted data as it passes.61

The misconception that Carnivore slows down electronic communications was further propagated in the wake of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. During this period, Internet users worldwide experienced Internet and email delays. Many believed the culprit of the slowdown to be Carnivore, since it was heavily deployed during this period. In reality the slowdown had nothing to do with the heavy use of the Carnivore electronic surveillance system, it was caused by the SirCam worm which clogged email systems leading up to September 11, 2001 and the Nimda virus that infected networks worldwide on September 17, 2001.62

Carnivore works by decoding Internet traffic, looking for particular addresses and collecting data matching those addresses. The FBI asserts that Carnivore does not search Internet traffic looking for key words or particular content. Not only is Carnivore not designed for such searches, but US law also makes content-searching the communications of US citizens in this way illegal.63 However, it is important to note that Carnivore does have the built-in capability to perform content searching namely its text filtering mode. The reason Carnivore has the power to perform content-searching is for the legal purpose of gathering web-based email, such as emails sent by services like Hotmail.com and Yahoo Mail.64 Unauthorized wiretaps are illegal. In order for the FBI to get a court order to install a Carnivore box on a given ISP, they must specify exactly who are going to be monitored, what sort of data is to be
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collected and the time span of the wiretapping operations. Furthermore, the Carnivore surveillance system was only designed for “surgical” wiretaps and it is therefore unable to conduct wiretaps of such a massive scope.

Carnivore does not capture electronic communications as such; instead Carnivore copies raw Internet packet traffic. Because Carnivore captures raw Internet traffic, it does not merely copy electronic communications, but also copies “checksums” that allow captured traffic to be checked for corruption and “sequence numbers” that prove that messages were captured without fragmentation. While capturing raw Internet traffic itself does not prevent corruption, it allows the FBI to prove using checksums and sequence numbers that the recorded messages were not corrupted or fragmented during the transmission, capturing or copying process. By proving that no corruption or fragmentation took place, the communications captured by Carnivore will not be excluded on these grounds from being used as evidence in court.

There are strict laws in the United States regarding the use of wiretaps. One provision is that the wiretap order is only good for 30 days. It would therefore be illegal for the FBI to permanently place a Carnivore box on an ISP’s network and engage in wiretapping. This is in contrast to the United Kingdom where the tapping system was only designed for “surgical” wiretaps and operations. Furthermore, the Carnivore surveillance software system was only designed for “surgical” wiretaps and it is therefore unable to conduct wiretaps of such a massive scope.

Regardless, of whether Carnivore is the only sniffer software that adheres to American statutes regarding wiretapping and surveillance, in addition to the regulations for secure evidence, an overview of some of the existing publicly available sniffer programs may be illuminating.

Altivore is an open source program developed by NetworkICE which attempts to duplicate all Carnivore’s features, including pen mode interception, full-content interception and IP address discovery. Altivore uses packet decoding techniques that allow for the collection of a sole stream of data, thus the program avoids violating the privacy of other network users not targeted by an investigation. Altivore

NetworkICE hoped that Altivore would allow ISPs to comply with court orders requiring Internet monitoring without having to use the FBI’s Carnivore software. Although, Altivore stirred up much publicity, the open source file altivore.c is no longer available because NetworkICE has been taken over by Internet Security Systems which has terminated the project.

SilentRunner is believed by some to be better than any other commercial sniffer and more comprehensive than Carnivore. SilentRunner claims to analyze information from 25 different angles using algorithms instead of key searches to find target information. Furthermore, SilentRunner is able to recognize over 1400 protocols, including emails, Web pages, digital files, word documents and much more.

Forensics Explorer claims that NetWitness provides a viable alternative to Carnivore because it allows an ISP to surrender only specific bits of information about a suspect that has been authorized by a court. They further suggest that NetWitness can separate data to ensure strict minimal compliance with pen register or trap-and-trace orders and can later re-associate the original content of these messages if or when a court order for this information is issued. Forensics Explorer maintains that since many believe that Carnivore collects more data than a pen register or a trap-and-trace order demands, “ISPs can use the NetWitness kit to stick to the letter of the law.”

WildPackets Inc.’s EtherPeek, Ethernet protocol analyzer and packet debugger, is believed to have been the FBI’s first electronic surveillance software system. WildPackets Inc. maintains that EtherPeek conducts surveillance similar to a phone tap. EtherPeek captures all data packets exchanged between nodes on an Ethernet wire.
regardless of the hardware and software installed on the network. Accordingly, EtherPeek monitors, filters and decodes data packets to expose core information.

Many organisations are turning to wireless networks because they are easy to set up, move and they eliminate unsightly cables. However, wireless computer networks pose a great security threat. A wireless network, also known as an 802.11b network or WiFi network has a built-in encryption system called Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). Various weaknesses have been found in the algorithms making up WEP, the most serious described by Fluhrer et al.

AirSnort and WEPcrack are wireless Local Area Network (LAN) tools that use the weakness of WEP described by Fluhrer, Mantin and Shamit to recover encryption keys. AirSnort and WEPcrack operate by passively monitoring packets as they are broadcasted to compute encryption keys when enough packets are intercepted. It takes approximately 100M-1GB of data in order to decipher encryption keys using AirSnort or WEPcrack. Once this amount of data is intercepted it takes the programs less than 1 second to decode the encryption password.

F. The functionality of Carnivore

The FBI's Carnivore surveillance system is fundamentally a packet sniffer program that intercepts and examines IP packets as they pass on an Ethernet data stream. When a packet sniffer program, such as Carnivore is installed on a computer, the computer’s network interface is set to “promiscuous” mode, such that it retrieves all information passing through the network interface regardless of the addressing information of the packets in question. It is important to note that the amount of information retrieved by a packet sniffer depends entirely on where it is located on a network. A packet sniffer located on an isolated branch of a network will only retrieve a small segment of the network traffic, whereas a packet sniffer located on a network’s main artery will retrieve almost all the data passing through the network.

The FBI claims that Carnivore is placed such that it retrieves the least network data possible allowing for the fulfillment of the court order. Furthermore, in order to prevent disruption to an ISP's network, Carnivore creates a copy of all the data that flows through the system at the intercept point, and processes the copied data rather than the original data. After the full data stream is copied (including emails, Web sites visited, instant messages sent, FTP and all other network activity), the Carnivore box filters the data so that only packets that are authorized to be collected are maintained. Carnivore accomplishes the filtering of collected IP packets by subjecting each packet to a series of tests looking for specific patterns. Depending on the failure or the success of these tests, packets are selected and recorded to memory, and subsequently copied to either a removable disk or a hard drive.

A collection computer or Carnivore box is a personal computer running Windows NT or Windows 2000 and a C++ application that provides packet sniffing and filtering capabilities. More specifically, a Carnivore box consists of a single personal computer, which may be a laptop, with minimum requirements of a Pentium III processor, 128 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM), a disk drive capacity of 4 GB and either a Zip or Jaz drive to which filtered data is recorded for easy retrieval. In addition, commercial communications software, a physical lockout program (to keep others besides the FBI from accessing the system), and a network isolation device (to make Carnivore invisible on the network) are installed on the Carnivore computer.

1. Carnivore’s filtering mode

Carnivore has six different filtering modes, which allow the FBI to intercept the data needed to fulfill court orders calling for the interception of Internet transmissions. These six different filtering modes can be joined by the Boolean ‘AND’ operand in order to guarantee that electronic surveillance is conducted efficiently. Carnivore’s six filtering modes are:

- **Fixed IP Filtering**: used when a target uses a computer with a fixed IP address.
- **Dynamic IP Filtering**: used when a target uses either RADIUS or DHCP to obtain an IP address.
- **Protocol Filtering**: enables the FBI to collect a target’s TCP, UDP or ICMP data. The protocol filter has three different settings:
  - Full: which collects all packets from a specified IP address.
  - Pen-mode: which collects address information if such information is available (i.e. “To” and “From” addresses in SMTP email or IP addresses for FTP and HTTP traffic), replacing all other information with Xs.
  - None: which collects no data.

It is by choosing between the “full” setting and the
“pen-mode” setting that the FBI can specify whether its electronic surveillance will be restricted to transactional information (pen-mode setting) or will intercept both transactional and substantive data (full setting).

- **Text Filtering**: allows for the collection of data containing a specific text string. The text filter is used to capture web-based emails such as those sent by services like Hotmail.com and YahooMail.

- **Port Filtering**: allows for the collection of TCP or UDP traffic data. The port filter can be set to record data originating from a specific port, for instance, port 25 (SMTP), 80 (HTTP), 110 (POP3) or any other combination of ports of interest.

- **Email Address Filtering**: allows Carnivore to filter based on email addresses. To use email address filtering, both an email address and the proper mode of the email (SMTP or POP3) must be specified. If only a proper mode is selected, Carnivore will record every packet of the specified node traveling through the network on which the Carnivore box is installed, regardless of the email address of the sender or the receiver.

**G. Counter-Carnivore measures**

The FBI claims that the Carnivore electronic surveillance software system helps guarantee national security and prevent criminal activity facilitated by the use of the Internet. Yet, many precautionary measures can be taken to prevent Carnivore, or other similar devices, from conducting effective electronic surveillance. Consequently, critics reject the FBI’s claims that Carnivore can effectively prevent crime and guarantee national security. Instead, opponents of Carnivore believe that “Carnivore is a joke to anyone who deems themselves a hacker, cracker, computer-criminal or power user…. [since] counteracting Carnivore is simple, and only the foolish criminal would be caught by Carnivore.” The following are some simple ways to protect one’s self from Carnivore and other similar surveillance devices.

Carnivore captures electronic mail by matching email addresses in the FROM and TO fields. Thus, a simple way to prevent Carnivore from capturing your electronic communications is to change your name and email address when sending emails. By changing the name fields and the email field preferences in the options of your email software, Carnivore will never capture the emails you send or record that they were sent. However, it is important to realize that although forging an email sender can prevent Carnivore from capturing or recording outgoing emails, it cannot prevent Carnivore from detecting incoming emails as the receiver has to have the TO address present.

Email encryption is considered the easiest way to protect one’s self against Carnivore’s surveillance, since encryption products are readily available and are strong enough to prevent anyone from reading your email. However, in the wake of the FBI’s development of “Magic Lantern”, a computer virus that installs key logging software to detect encryption keys, encryption as a counter measure against Carnivore’s surveillance might not be foolproof.

By using an anonymous remailer, email traffic is forwarded in a form such that it is untraceable by law enforcement agencies. The most effective remailers use encryption. In order for encryption to be effective, messages must be encrypted numerous times. An anonymous remailer works by sending electronic communications to the first remailer, which decrypts the message once in order to discover the name of the next remailer along its path. The remainder of the message is still encrypted, so that only the next remailer along the path can further decrypt the message and send it to the next hop along the remailing path. This process continues, until the message reaches its final destination, where the message is decrypted for the last time to recover the original message.

Anonymous remailers are an effective way to counter Carnivore-like systems, since if such systems are tracking the sender, they can only discover that he or she is using a remailer, but cannot discover the final destination of his or her messages. Meanwhile, if Carnivore is surveying the recipient, it can only discover that received messages were sent by a remailer, but cannot determine who originally sent the message.

Carnivore can be defeated by attacking its inherent weaknesses. For instance, if you suspect that Carnivore monitors your electronic communications, it is possible to write a script that configures your computer system such that it sends an unending stream of emails, thus filling Carnivore’s storage device. Using one of the many random content generators on the Internet can create emails that appear meaningful. By sending generated emails that appear meaningful, FBI agents are forced to examine every captured email individually in order to verify the authenticity of each message. Such an
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attack on Carnivore will monopolize FBI resources rendering their surveillance less efficient.

SSL and SSH provide encrypted communications preventing third parties from monitoring communications. SSL and SSH connections will prevent Carnivore from monitoring what you are doing once surfing a particular site, since Carnivore will only see SSL or SSH gibberish. However, an SSL or SSH connection will not prevent Carnivore from recording in Pen-Mode which websites are being accessed.

Since SSL and SSH hardware is very expensive, SSL and SSH are only supported by a limited number of websites. Furthermore, SSL and SSH can only provide protection when properly used and account is taken of warnings. The server you are talking to provides mutual authentication, as to verify that it is indeed who it claims to be. Many times, warning messages are issued when using SSL or SSH, detailing that the connection to a server is not direct. If such warning messages occur, the SSL or SSH connection may not be safe, since a third party could have setup a server between your machine and the server to which you wish to connect. By installing a server between you and the SSL or SSH server, a third party can decrypt your traffic, record it, then re-encrypt it and re-route it back to the SSL or SSH server without your knowledge, making the SSL or SSH connection ineffective as a counter-measure to Carnivore’s surveillance.

Many companies, including Zero Knowledge, MessageRx, and mail2web, have also used SSL connections to provide services that allow web surfing anonymity. These companies guarantee web surfing anonymity by allowing their customers to establish SSL connections to their proxy servers. Once an SSL connection to a proxy server has been made, Carnivore will not be able to monitor which websites or activity has taken place. Carnivore will only be able to detect that the target of the surveillance operation is using an Anonymizer service.

Many ISPs seem to have little idea of the meaning of Carnivore, though some publish their policy for handling a Carnivore installation request. These policies detail how an ISP will provide information to the FBI and what they will do in the face of a request to have Carnivore deployed on their network (not that they have much choice). It is up to you, as an Internet subscriber, to decide whether to maintain your current ISP or choose another whose policies better suits your personal beliefs concerning the utilization of Carnivore.

**H. Carnivore’s limitations**

Although the FBI has claimed that the Carnivore surveillance system will aid the Bureau in conducting investigations, Carnivore is not without shortcomings. The technology behind Carnivore is not able to record all Internet communications without problems. Slight problems in the collection of data can lead to a complete dismissal of all data collected by Carnivore for evidentiary purposes, so such limitations of the Carnivore system curb its usefulness. However, given that Carnivore and progeny offer the best electronic surveillance tools the FBI possesses, they have no choice but to hope that such software and implementations will be able to catch criminals and prevent unlawful activities. Listed are a number of limitations known to plague the Carnivore surveillance system.

Carnivore captures data after it has been transmitted over the Internet, at which point it is already encrypted. Thus, if a targeted suspect is clever enough to encrypt her Internet communications, the Carnivore surveillance system can only capture the gibberish created by the encryption process. The only salvation for the FBI is that encryption usually does not hide addressing information (sender and recipient addresses) and thus use of Carnivore in pen-mode will still bear utility.

The Independent Report details a number of weaknesses in Carnivore, which are summarized in the remainder of this section. In order to intercept communications sent from web-based email accounts, like YahooMail and Hotmail, Carnivore must have explicit knowledge of the format of the provider’s login messages. Such information will usually be given to the FBI upon request, and most web-based email accounts operate in similar manners. Nonetheless, Carnivore’s processing of web-based email is a nuisance and a time consuming process. The FBI maintains that when collecting data on high-speed hard drives, Carnivore can handle data collection on networks with speeds up to 60 Mbps without dropping packets. However, Carnivore’s collection rate drops to 15 Mbps when writing data to Jaz disks and drops to 5 Mbps when writing data to Zip disks. Considering the limiting factor for Carnivore’s data collection is the input and output throughput of its storage devices and not a Carnivore box’s CPU speed it seems unlikely that data collection rates will increase at the same rate as network traffic speeds. Thus, Carnivore will increasingly drop packets during collection, as network traffic speeds increase. Storage constraints seem to be one of the biggest challenges facing the FBI in regard to use of Carnivore. For example, if a
The Independent Report also notes even more fundamental problems. Every FBI agent who uses a Carnivore box logs on as the “Administrator”, rather than each individual agent possessing an individual identification number, so that every FBI agent accessing a Carnivore box has full control of all its resources. Thus, there are no security measures preventing the deletion or editing of any or all the files maintained on a Carnivore box by any agent with access. Once a Carnivore box is installed, it is physically under the control of the ISP. Although the Carnivore collection computer is left without monitor, keyboard or mouse, these ports are not covered or disabled. Thus, nothing prevents untrustworthy ISP personnel or others from connecting peripherals to the computer (and perhaps even lead to gaining control of the Carnivore box).

Carnivore boxes are also susceptible to power failures. When power failures occur, Carnivore boxes cannot collect data. In addition, they lose all data stored in their buffers. Thus, a power failure could result in a loss of 0 to the maximum block size (128 kilobytes for fixed disks and 64 kilobytes for removable disks) of bytes of pre-collected data. Furthermore, a race condition within the Carnivore system prevents access to the Ethernet interface on reboot after a power failure. Consequently, Carnivore cannot start data collection automatically after a power surge. Instead, an FBI agent must manually restart the Carnivore system. Parameters for a given collection are stored separately from collected data. The only link between the parameters for a given collection and the collected data is the name associated with these files. Consequently, if these files become separated or renamed, it may become impossible to prove what settings were used to capture data, making collected data unusable as evidence in court. Timestamps are dependant on the collection computer’s clock and its correct operation. The fact that timestamps are dependent on the clock in a Carnivore box can create a problem when multiple Carnivore devices needs to be linked, differences in timestamps might prevent correlations.
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Following the attacks on the United States 11 September 2001, voices of dissent have grown quieter.
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